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About Blue Thirst
Blue Thirst are a Facebook & Google Ads Premier Partner certified Agency. Specialists in Search,
Mobile, Display, Shopping, Social & YouTube campaigns.
We are experts in generating relevant traffic and conversions in competitive or new markets.

Our Qualifications
Google Premier Partner
The Google Partner badge shows that specific Partners have passed
Google Ads product certification exams and are up-to-date with the latest
product knowledge. In other words, they earned it, and are highly
qualified.

Bing Partner
The Bing Partner Program gives partners opportunities to nurture and grow
their intelligent search and digital business, provides access to the
Microsoft community and technical experts. The Bing Partnership is
recognition of their level of expertise running Bing Ads campaigns.

Facebook blueprint certification
Blueprint Certification lets you validate your proficiency through proctored
exams in specific advanced level competencies. It measures professional
competency and earns you a verifiable credential that people can see on
social media. Acquiring Facebook Blueprint certified status endorses your
ability the digital marketing industry.

This Document

The opinions expressed are in good faith and while every care has been taken in preparing these
documents, Blue Thirst makes no representations and gives no warranties of whatever nature in
respect of these documents, including but not limited to the accuracy or completeness of any
information, facts and/or opinions contained therein. Data for this report was taken from the following
sources trademap.org, ons.gov.uk & statcounter.com/
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“The United Arab Emirates (UAE) is one of the UK's most important trading partners and one of the fastest growing
markets for UK exports. In 2018, exports to the UAE from the UK totalled more than £10.5 billion and we had a
trade surplus of more than £4 billion (ONS, 2018). great.gov.uk

*great.gov.uk/markets

What Do We Currently Export?
Categories where the UK is an important import partner
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Where are potential Opportunities?
Categories where the UK could potentially increase exports

These are the top 10 categories where the UK exports high but a low amount of these products are imported by the
UAE

Click to View Live Export Opportunities in
UAE
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UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
DIGITAL MARKETING
United Arab Emirates Search Engine Usage

United Arab Emirates Social Media Usage

Marketing Export Guide: Hong Kong
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